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GDPR compliant TVB image processing container 
workflows with HPC on EBRAINS

healthdatacloud.eu



TVB Image Processing Pipeline

magnetic resonance imaging brain network model



Schirner et al., 2018
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Brain modeling requires personal data subject to GDPR



Access control, encryption and sandboxing protect personal data
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EBRAINS provides core services
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Services are connected via RESTful API
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TVB services can be used through a 
variety of deployments and interfaces
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Data privacy

• Petabytes of valuable brain 

imaging data are generated 

every year.

• Openly sharing/processing 

human data on our shared 

infrastructures can 

compromise the privacy of 

the personal data of 

research participants.



Rich personal data like MRI or connectomes cannot be easily 
pseudonymized and therefore require thorough protection.
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It’s often possible to re-identify us based on very little information. 
At the same time more and more records of us are accessible 
through open infrastructures (“clouds”).



European Union 
General Data 
Protection 
Regulation (GDPR)

https://blog.eid.as/



§
Data subject gives 
consent that data is 
processed for 
scientific purposes

Controller determines 
alone or jointly with 
others the purposes 
and means of 
processing

Processor processes 
personal data on behalf
of the data controller.



§
Controller determines 
alone or jointly with 
others the purposes 
and means of 
processing

“…shall implement 
appropriate technical and 
organisational measures 
to ensure 
and…demonstrate that 
processing is performed in 
accordance with this 
Regulation”

Responsible for 
protecting the 
personal data! 



§• Art. 25 (Data protection by design and by default)
• “by default personal data are not made accessible without the 

individual’s intervention to an indefinite number of natural persons.”
• Art. 32 (Security of processing):
• Controller and processor shall implement T+O measures to mitigate risks 
• Pseudonymisation, encryption, resilience of systems, restore 

availability, regular testing
• Adherence to code of conduct and certification may used to 

demonstrate compliance
• Prevent unlawful processing by people (staff, etc.) who have access to 

the data



Information about race, ethnic origin, sexual 
orientation, political views, religious beliefs, genes, 
biometrics, health, etc. are sensitive personal data
processing of which is generally prohibited.



§



§

“Processing for…scientific…research…shall be subject to appropriate 
safeguards…technical and organisational measures…ensure respect 
for the principle of data minimisation.“



bids/mrtrix3_connectome

TVB Image Processing Pipeline: container workflows

nipreps/fmriprep thevirtualbrain/tvb-
pipeline-converter
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Configure processing with GUI

Orchestrator runs containers on 
supercomputer, stores provenance

information with DataLad

Download results



Data privacy risks

Intercept during transit

Break-in on device

User impersonation

encryption

access control

sandboxing

automation

Data protection



Protecting cloud workflows: Encryption

• Sensitive data is always encrypted by default and only decrypted for
the actual processing

• In shared environments unencrypted data is sandboxed during
processing

2BpfrRRC%2FtkuF01V%2F35n
mKB%2F7UmTrKuWaR9%2Fu9
84jcWvPUPy%2B2V%2B6%2B
NaJ%2Fl0%2Fl0TKvwLyi3TtP36
a7i4ogdm%2Fd1iv84T%2F529f
zzyUozbf%2BYE5NcJR9Lvv%



Protecting workflows in shared environments: Encryption

• Personal data is encrypted before it leaves the
computer of the data controller

• Results are encrypted before being returned to the
data controller

• The keys for decryption are created ad-hoc shortly 
before the processing and stay always in a safe 
location at the destination site of the data

• All (intermediate) processing results are only written 
inside sandboxed file systems and securely deleted 
before termination. 



Protecting cloud workflows: Access control
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Protecting cloud workflows: Access control



Protecting cloud workflows: Sandboxing

• Provide only a controlled set of resources
(storage, network, memory, CPU, devices) 
to a process.

• Often used to isolate potentially malicious
software from the system to avoid harm.

• In shared environments unencrypted personal data and secrets may
only be written into a temporary filesystem namespace that is entirely
invisible from the host and which is fully and securely cleaned up when
the last process exits.



Automation: cryptography & sandboxing workflow
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Reproducibility crisis

• „Returning to work…later…we had a question: which were the final versions, 
the ones which should go in the article?...It is possible…that we…put the wrong 
version of some figures in the final copy”

• “When he went back to the old software library to try and do it, he couldn’t 
remember how the software worked…he abandoned the project”

• “Unfortunately, from the paper itself he couldn’t figure out what … 
[parameters] … were being used. He spoke the author of the paper, who 
replied: “…we forgot which parameters gave the nice picture you see in the 
published article…and thought it best to leave things vague””

From Buckheit & Donoho, 1995



Reproducibility crisis

• „Data available upon reasonable request“
• „When I run it on my machine it gives me the following error: …“
• "What is the difference between data_version8_final_edit.csv 

and data_version8_new_final.csv?
• „Which value did you set when it asks for input at step 9?“
• „But the code worked when I ran it last month!“
• „Where did this file come from?“



"An article about computational 
science in a scientific 
publication is not the 
scholarship itself, it is merely 
advertising of the scholarship. 
The actual scholarship is the 
complete software development 
environment and the complete 
set of instructions which 
generated the figures.”

"When we publish articles 
containing figures which were 
generated by computer,
we also publish the complete 
software environment which 
generates the figures.” 

From Buckheit & Donoho, 1995



Reproducible workflows

• version control datasets 

• data provenance: history of digital objects

• nest datasets in hierarchy of modular units

• organize data with widely-used standards (e.g. BIDS)

• annotate and describe data with metadata and documentation

• automatically update products using continuous integration pipelines

• make the data accessible via web interfaces

• make code and computational environment reproducible with 

software containers (Docker, Singularity) and virtual environments



Research data management

• to create, use, publish, share, archive, re-use, destroy
• digital objects
• code / software
• raw data
• processed data
• results
• figures, manuscripts

• in a way that makes these digital assets
• findable
• accessible
• interoperable
• re-usable





• “Git for data”

• based on Git and git-annex
• command-line tool for Linux, OS X, Windows

• version control arbitrarily large files

• provenance tracking

• share and obtain data

• reproducible workflows

• domain-agnostic



• DataLad datasets 

• are directories managed by DataLad

• are Git repositories

• can be nested: linked subdirectories

• can be created or installed

• can branch and merge



Local version control
LOCAL VERSION CONTROLLOCAL VERSION CONTROL

Procedurally, version control is easy with DataLad!

 

Advice: 
Save meaningful units of change
A�ach helpful commit messages

datalad create Create empty dataset

datalad save record state of dataset to 
history incl. commit message

datalad 
download-url

obtain web content and record 
origin

datalad status report tracking state



Modular structure: 
an analysis is a 
superdataset, 

components are 
subdatasets

superdataset

subdatasets

subdatasets

superdataset

.annex

.git

A DataLad dataset is a 
normal folder plus .git 
and .annex



Containerization captures 
software and environment as 

provenance 

Record where you got 
it from, where it is now, 
and what you did to it



Execute the analysis script 
in a computationally 
reproducible manner

only specified output 
files get unlocked

retrieved on demand



Track computations 
performed with containers



datalad (containers)-run 
produces a machine-readable 

provenance record, identified by a 
Git commit hash



• the dataset logs everything that was done, by whom & when
• reset dataset to historic state
• add, remove or revisit individual steps



• rerun recorded computations via commit hash
• helps to reproduce and verify a result (via content 

hash)
• granularity can be freely decided
• recompute: not everything needs to be stored or 

transported



For large datasets (e.g. HCP, UK Biobank), 
we create subdataset for each subject 



Re-usable 
container 
pipeline 
dataset



Analysis 
superdataset to 
specify all 
dependencies of 
an analysis



Further reading
https://arxiv.org/abs/2102.05888



Summary

• TVB uses access control, encryption,

sandboxing and automation to protect

personal data in shared environments

• The pipeline can be configured via a web-

GUI

• Containers capture all software and

environment

• DataLad captures all inputs, the

containers, and how the containers were

executed to return fully reproducible

datasets



Thank you for 
listening.







Setting up a reproducible, version-controlled, 
provenance-tracked workflow

Install DataLad

With Miniconda DataLad can be installed with just three commands



Metadata 
extraction

container 
support



Limitations
• not every feature of DataLad may work „out of the box“

• sometimes customization is required

meanwhile fixed in 
PyBIDS thanks to 
community 
interaction
https://github.com/bids-
standard/pybids/issues/6
31




